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Student finalists  

Les Mousquetaires  

This team provides building professionals with a site to create hardcopy or digital catalogues that 

they can then personalize for a professional and detailed finish to help provide their customers with 

a maximum amount of information. 

Lélouane  

Renovation work will no longer hold any secrets with the “Mes travaux & moi” (My works & me) app: 

customers’ expectations are clearly defined, the initial project will be adhered to, or modified, if 

necessary, administrative procedures simplified and communication increased: all of which will be 

available anywhere at any time. Create, collaborate and manage are the keywords for this app that 

will ensure project satisfaction for both trade customers and end customers. 

Pilteam 

The Pilteam team has created a platform to manage financial exchanges between Building 

professionals and homeowners in order to ensure 100 percent reliability and avoid any unpleasant 

surprises for the stakeholders. 

Mat’Together 

The Mat’Together team has created a community of building professionals in the Paris region in 

order to maximize worksite and DIY store waste recycling. 

Batisur 

Batisur has conceived an app developed in partnership with Homly You, which will allow 

homeowners to approach the work they need to do with complete peace of mind thanks to the 

various direct communication functions with the workers assigned to their project. 

 

Start-up finalists 

Simplébo  

Simplébo aims to be the business partner of building professionals by helping them develop and 

extend their customer base using the Internet: business expertise and support to develop mutual 

trust. 

Les Companions 

Les Companions designs robot assistants for the building and construction industry, in particular 

surface treatment operations – with the initial use being interior painting (sanding and application). 

Our proposal is to support customers using Saint-Gobain’s existing products and to extend the 

service offered to customers of Saint-Gobain’s distribution brands. 

FORMEE 

Each year, 50,000 very small enterprises go bankrupt. In two out of three cases, it is due to a failure 

to plan cash flow. To help contractors scale up their management expertise and to assist them at the 

day-to-day level, we have developed FORMEE, an automated financial coaching platform. 



Automatically, and without having to enter any figures, the contractor has access to optimum 

dashboards and cash forecasts, enabling them to plan for their future cash requirements. If 

necessary, FORMEE directs the contractor to financing solutions. 

90TECH 

SOLITECH is a web and mobile app designed for building and construction contractors to save them 

time and money. This flexible app adapts to pre-, during- and post-worksite processes. 

GENIAXES 

selfAdom is a digital self-assessment app, enabling homeowners to evaluate the safety and comfort 

of their home. It then suggests concrete improvement solutions together with potential contacts 

with relevant building professionals. 

 

 


